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In This Session

• Who Am I?

• Commercial enterprise intelligence: definitions, mission

– Some Statistics from the Verizon Breach Investigations Report

– Internal v External Intelligence Feeds

• Software & Technology categories

– Anti fraud; signature-based; log analysis; Information management; 
network and workstation forensics

• Commercial v. Law Enforcement Intelligence

– Seeking and giving help



Me

• Rookie officer in DFW (patrol; warrants; provide intel to task force)

• Co-Founder of Police-Led Intelligence (policeledintelligence.com)

• Intelligence Analyst & Consultant
– Provide analysis and consultation to local, county and federal 

organizations on intelligence 

• Founder of security practice at 451 Group
– Former VP of Research Operations at enterprise IT industry analyst 

firm

• Faculty at Institute for Applied Network Security
– Specialize in intelligence, network security, anti-corporate espionage 

for F1000 security executives



Meet My Lawyer:

• DISCLAIMER (Long Form):
– All the information I am about to present is my personal 

opinion and does not necessarily reflect that of any 
agency. I am here representing myself and 
policeledintelligence.com, and not any agency. No 
comment or statement of mine, and no information 
contained within this presentation should be construed to 
be representative of any agency.

• DISCLAIMER (Short Form):

– It’s all my fault.



An overview: Where This Is Going

• Cybercrime is becoming more common

• Cybercrime is becoming more valuable

• You will be more intensely involved in cyber-crime 
investigations in the next 18 months

• You need to understand what your commercial 
counterparts look at, have access to and can provide

• You need to understand what you can do to help 
them help you.



Definitions

• This is a room full of analysts, 
and I am not presuming to 
teach you how to suck eggs, 

BUT

• There’s wide divergence of 
definitions between public 
and private firms, and even 
within each, of the definition 
of “intelligence”

• So this is to assure we’re all 
talking about the same thing…



A Working Definition

“In the private sector, ‘Intelligence’ is the process by 
which a commercial organization gathers data, analyzes 
it, and produces actionable information in a form that 
can be accessed and understood by executives - who 
use it to inform their tactical and strategic decisions. It’s 
also used as a noun to describe the product of this 
process.”

-Selby 



Or even better:

“Knowledge is what you’re after. Information is 
the raw material you use. Intelligence is what 
finds and processes information.” 

-George Friedman



There’s No Box To Buy.

• Intelligence is not something you can buy, and 
there’s no box that can deliver it.

– “There’s no such thing as a turn-key intelligence 
operation. Everything you do has to be looked at 
as part of the intelligence lifecycle.” – Pat Ryder, 
Nassau County (NY) Police Department



When I Talk About “Private”

• ‘Private Enterprise’ refers to non-government 
firms

• Generally I am speaking of mid- to large 
enterprises, >500 employees

• More specifically I’m usually speaking of firms 
in need of competitive security (more on them 
soon).



Purpose

• Commercial Intelligence Operations and 
Intelligence Analysts seek information about 
attacks: 

– Directly against their information systems;

– Indirectly against their systems through 
compromised systems of partners or customers;

– Against their physical plant and assets;

– Against their personnel or executives.



Maturity

• Clearly this is a capability possessed by 
organizations with a mature security regime
• Financial Services

• Manufacturing

• Energy

• Entertainment

• These are firms whose information is highly 
coveted and is the target of commercial- and 
nation-state espionage campaigns.



Really?

Yes. Really.



Separating Infosec from Intel

• Intelligence capabilities are for a minority of firms 
protecting highly valuable data or for the security of 
their physical plant or key executives

• This is separate from and in addition to commercial 
information security (InfoSec) and physical security 
operations.

• To understand the difference, let’s see some statistics 
from the Verizon 2011 Data Breach Investigations 
Report (VBIR)



“In 2010, the Secret Service arrested more than 
1,200 suspects for cybercrime violations. These 

investigations involved over $500 million in 
actual fraud loss and prevented approximately 

$7 billion in additional losses.”

- Verizon 2011 Data Breach Investigations Report



From The VBIR*

©  Verizon 2011 Data Breach Investigations Report

About 17% of breaches represented targeted campaigns to 
steal information. Hacking attacks (+10%) increased, as did 
attacks against personal computers (attacks against servers -
22%). 



From The VBIR*

© Verizon 2011 Data Breach Investigations Report



Applying VBIR to Intel

©  Verizon 2011 Data Breach Investigations Report

• Intel Operations are used by those in the 
minority: organizations that are: 

– Targeted

– Adaptive, Persistent Adversaries

• Attacks may use simple methods, but the adversaries 
are sophisticated corporations and nation-state actors

– If you were China, India, Russia or France, how 
much would US technology be worth to you? 

• How much less does it cost to steal than to create?



An Anonymized Example

• Manufacturing firm’s network was breached

• The sophisticated operation sought new R&D 
work.

• Adversary discovered new product plans, 
technology, sales strategy and marketing 
campaign.

• These were stolen wholesale, the product 
manufactured in China and released – even 
the marketing campaign was used.



Commercial Intelligence Operations



Internal Information Feeds

• Business Intelligence

• Customer Relationship Management

• Human Resources

• Legal

• Information security

• Physical security

• R&D



Tools: Anti Fraud

• Looks at  "normalcy" of relationships with 
clients

• Uses Bayesian or heuristic approaches to find 
patterns in transactions

• Firms include: Guardian Analytics, RSA 
Security (multiple products), NICE systems and 
many others.



Tools: Signature-Based

• Software that seeks specific strings or actions 
known to be "bad". 

• Anti-virus software is signature-based. 

• Assumes someone else is "patient zero"

• Black-list v White-List 

• Vendors: Symantec, McAfee, Trend Micro, 
Sophos, Prevx, Kaspersky, Bit9



Tools: Log Management

• Every time a computer does something -
anything - a log entry is created.

• Logs are a rich source of forensic evidence. 

• They are ginormous and hard to manage. 

• Log management software helps manage and 
search through logs. 

• Vendors: Splunk, LogLogic, AccelOps, Nitro 
Security, Loggly, IBM, RSA Security.



Tools: Security Info Mgmt

• Enterprise security information management 
(aka Security Information and Event 
Management) systems aggregate and 
correlate log data

• They alert on a range of things. 

• Vendors:  HP's ArcSight, Q1 Labs,  Nitro 
Security, TriGeo Network Security and many 
others.



Tools: Network Forensics

• Not just logs but actual network traffic - a 
Network TiVo

• Analysts can view actual traffic from a given 
period and see what happened. 

• If you know where to look, a gold mine of 
forensic information. 

• If not, not.

• Vendors: NetWitness, Niksun, Solera, 
Wireshark, Wild Packets and others.



Tools: Computer Forensics

• Here is the line between law enforcement and 
the enterprise

• Searching individual computers for forensic 
evidence of a specific act

• Vendors: Guidance Software (EnCase), Open 
Source Digital Forensics, Microsoft's COFEE. 
Reverse engineering software and services 
from firms like HBGary, Zynamics (now owned 
by Google) etc help delve into how software 
does what it does.



Third Party Information Sources

• Background and Credit Checks

• Legislation Feeds, Industry Analysis, Stock Coverage

• Threat Feeds, Brand Monitoring: 

– RSA, Symantec, McAfee, Procysive, Cyveillance, 
MarkMonitor, etc)

• Open Source Monitoring & Anti-Botnet/Phishing

– Damballa, Cyveillance, UmbraData, RSA, Team Cymru, etc

• Social Media Monitoring (Radian6, MarkMonitor
etc;) SM mining (eg Maltego)



So, Your Typical Feed Categories:

• Internal Feeds

• Open Source (OSINT):

– Industry analyst reports

– Every newspaper and industry rag

– Social media monitoring

– Blogs, aggregation sites, etc

• External (Third Party) Feeds

• Government/Classified (Critical Infrastructure)



• DHS Daily Critical Infrastructure

• KGS NightWatch, Stratfor

• Whostalkin.com

• Team Cymru/Dragon Newsb ytes

• Policeledintelligence.com

• Securosis, DailyDave, Krebs, 
Attrition, Shostack….

• Commercial: Threat intelligence 
feeds

• McAfee, Symantec, Sophos, 
Prevx, other AV folks

• IACA, LEIntel lists

• Customized phishing/fraud feeds 
eg Cyveillance, Procysive

• Classified: Government (local, 
state, federal) if you’ve got 
clearance/ a reason*

• BATTLE (Botnet Analysis and 
Tactical Tool For Law 
Enforcement, from Team 

Cymru)

• DarkReading, ThreatPost, 
CSOOnline

• NetWitness, Damballa blogs

*Caution: Creating open source information from classified sources is not 

something to try at home

Some Resources



Obvious Example #1

• Executive protection observes surveillance of facilities, 
executives in South Asia ;

• Information security sees raised levels of recon-probing and 
network attacks in South Asia ;

• Mainstream press shows growing local disenchantment with 
US banks, bankers due to their support of blah blah blah. 

• Sharing these datapoints might lead to an inference that the 
threats against executives and facilities and increased threats 
against networks and systems are not isolated from one 
another.



Obvious Example #2

• Legal hears that, of the 60 some-odd pieces of legislation pending in 
Washington, we might be particularly concerned about the Defending 
Industrial Computing from Heinous Electronic Attacks and Denial of 
Service act of 2010;

• Industry Analyst reports discuss the expense of PCI compliance, noting 
that it is taking increasing portions of security budgets;

• Compliance and CTO’s office report progress in the matrix of 
overlapping regulatory directives;

• Industry press reports that PCI is becoming the “best practices” list;

• Mainstream press reports show payment card industry executives 
lobbying or testifying in Washington; 

• Sharing these datapoints might lead to an inference that PCI and 
DICHEADS are aligned.



Obvious Example #3

• ATMs in retail branches are getting hit with Skimmer attacks;

• Information about these attacks is coming in from branches to loss 
prevention, information security, facilities Security and hacker blogs 
start describing the value chain of the skimmer business 

• US Secret Service, regional fusion centers, regional retail-law 
enforcement lists issue warnings describing attack methodology from 
various regions in the country;

• DHS Critical Infrastructure Daily lists news reports from around the 
country Intel creates an alert for all branch managers and assistant 
managers to be aware, seek signs of skimmers, and action plan when 
one is discovered 

• This alert can be shared with other banks to encourage information 
sharing on issues of mutual concern 



Common Barriers

• Executive Buy-In

• Metrics for Success

• Stovepipes (“Cylinders of Excellence”)

• Lack of planning

• Lack of analysis; shortcomings in the analytical 
process or failure to analyze

• Dissemination (so people will actually convert 
the information to knowledge).



Commercial Intel Challenges

• The worst damage is done to you by the 
competitor who understands the intelligence 
advantage.

• Cultural and organizational barriers to sharing.

– Getting the data from the right people - who try to 
keep it from the analyst out of over-classification -
or a cultural imperative towards  
“compartmentalization".



Commercial Intel Challenges

• What do you want intelligence to do? 

• Are you staying ahead of fraud by keeping up to date 
with tactics? Legislation? Malware?

• Think strategically about what you want, articulate 
the strategy clearly

• Give someone responsibility/authority to run an intel
shop. 

• Provide the resources to develop the tactical

• Leverage, leverage, leverage



Gathering Strategy

• You already are gathering, you’re just not 
working with what you have

• People looking at good, solid, actionable 
intelligence and not sharing: 
– Marketing; HR; Legal; Executive Protection; Traders; 

Logistics and Facilities; Information Security

• Think about the kinds of things these folks 
look at, and how it feeds your intel strategy.



OK. So now what?



Make Contact

Nassau County, NY, Police Intelligence Unit

• Has college interns calling all critical 
infrastructure every 6 months

• Holds monthly meetings with financial svcs
firms

– What’s happening that we need to know about?

– Here’s what we’re seeing that you need to know 
about



No One Wants To Talk to the Po-Po

• To the private sector, you’re the problem

• Rapport is sorely missing

• They won’t reach out until their hair is on fire

– That’s a really bad time to reach out for help

• They expect you to understand what they 
know

– They’ll figure if you want it, you’ll ask for it

• You need to know what to ask for



In a perfect world…

• We’d be going well beyond the current liaison 
organizations eg InfraGard, IC3, FS-ISAC; 

• We’d be proactively making contact, building 
relationships

• We’d be seeking help from them on IT issues they’re 
good at – forensics, log and traffic analysis – if not for 
evidentiary, then investigative purposes

• They’d reach out to us for help on crime, insider 
malfeasance, insider investigations



While I’m in Fantasy Land…

I also want a pony. 



Let’s Reduce The Suck

Questions?

policeledintelligence@gmail.com

http://policeledintelligence.com


